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Readers’ Letters       Page 2Ed's Corner

Dear Network News
Members,

It’s probably fairly obvious
from the long delay in getting
this newsletter to you that
the Newsletter was on the
backburner for far longer
than desirable. I have
beaten any previous delays
by not just weeks, but
months, not a fact that I am
much proud of.

The Newsletter is produced
pretty much single-handedly
by yours truly. Unfortunately
this sad state of affairs is
subject to the seemingly
never-ending turmoil in my
life. Plus, as always a little
extra aggravation c/o
Microsoft Technology!

I won’t bore you with the
details but many thanks to
Emma Malone who has
helped me this time to finally
get this newsletter on the
table.  Emma your rewards
are … obviously in heaven
… and a sneak preview of
some of the newsletter!

Anyway, I really hope the
wait was worth it and thank
you all for your patience.
There are (in my humble
opinion) some superb
contributions this time round.
Just keep them coming!

Best wishes, Elaine
Email: elaine.butler1@
btinternet.com (or for snail
mail see back page)

Hi Mary
I had a nice riding experience
yesterday. One of the ladies in our
yard was riding a horse that her
friend has on trial with view to
buying. We were sharing the arena
and she had a problem as she felt
that the horse was jackknifing on
one side when she was riding on a
circle.

Thanks to having attended your
courses courses I immediately
spotted what she was doing wrong
and advised her on correcting what
she was doing.

She had dropped and turned her
inside shoulder in (two breasts
were visible from the centre of the
circle). I advised her to imagine
that her inside shoulder should
face the outside of the circle (didn't
use the ice skating analogy) and to
make sure her weight distribution
was even through her ischial
tuberosities. (There were the arm
cuffs and the thighs as well and the
idea to steer the horse like a bus.

That was enough for the time
being, didn't want to frighten her
off!) She was sweating like mad
(probably the most she ever
sweated in walk in all her life) but
the change in the horse was
startling and the lady was very
pleased and wants 'us to do it
again'. I'm hoping that she will be
interested enough to explore
RWYM  more.

I also had another good experience
personally today. I had my riding
lesson with the 'sceptical'
instructor. Well, while I have my
stirrups the length she wants and
we don't do rising trot anymore as
this upsets her, so instead we did
a lot of leg yielding today in walk
and trot.

The horse, it is only young and
learning the ropes, did fabulously
well and my instructor was
extremely pleased with us. What
she didn't know was that i did it the
way you taught me. We even
started doing a bit of counter
canter and that went well too. All
the while with me remembering the
boards, the epaulettes, the arm
cuffs, the weight distribution, the
cornflakes box and the bear down.
It does make me laugh as I think
the main difference is the rising

trot, the aims for the other bits
are the same, just served on a
different plate with a menu with
different descriptions of the
ingredients.

Needless to say that i was very
pleased with today’s
achievements. I dare say I can feel
the difference in my riding and my
understanding after only two
courses already.

Thanks for all the help and all the
hard work that you have put into
finding out how things work.

Freddy von Rabenau, Selsey West
Sussex

From: jan_middleton@hotmail.com
Subject: RWYM - Australia

Dear Mary,
I just wanted to pass on my
appreciation and thanks for your
teaching, insights and oh! so
simple methods of RWYM.

I am a BHSII, former event rider
(Burghley, but not Badminton). I
would consider myself competent
but without talent. Then I got old.
I came across Ann Montgomery,
here in Australia, 15 years after
emigrating from England. I had
struggled to find an instructor who
is sympathetic to both horse and
rider, without ‘jamming’ the horse
and destroying ever-fading rider
confidence and suppleness.

I am now in my 2
nd

 year with Ann
and have attended all Denise
O’Reilly’s clinics. The difference in
my riding, teaching and… dare I
say, results… are amazing.

I heard today that Ann has gained
her much sought-after promotion
as a RWYM coach and of course, I
share her delight. I cannot
commend Ann enough for the work
she does in this backward place,
with few competitions available and
a very opinionated population.
I regularly watch all ‘You Tube’
videos, lectures and other internet
articles. The results are, perhaps
slow because I am now in my mid
50’s with declining agility. Thank
you, Mary,  your methods and
support of people like Ann are
making a huge difference to us
‘down under’. Jan Middleton



A lot has happened since I
last wrote some news. I
received by an invitation to
speak at Your Horse Live –
a huge trade show and
shopping extravaganza,
which is held alongside
various  demonstrations and
talks in Autumn each year. I
have been asked to speak
there in previous years, but
have turned down the
invitation because it required
either the drama of traveling
back
specifically
for it, or
missing
much of my
US trip in
order to be
there.

The
weekend
was great
fun, and our
trade stand
was
certainly a
respectable
and
attractive
effort. I was
in
something
of a jet-
lagged
stupor and if I took time out
of the trade show bustle to
sit quietly, I realised that my
head felt distinctly strange,
but I ‘revved up’ when
necessary and enjoyed
myself immensely. However,
I can barely imagine the life
of people who travel really
regularly for high-powered
jobs. They must be made of
stronger stuff than me –
except that having been
upgraded to business class
earlier this year, I have
tasted the forbidden fruit,
and discovered how much

difference it makes… It
might even be time to trade
in some air miles and grant
myself some luxury!

The three ridden demos at
YHL went really well, and
probably attracted a
combined audience of close
to 2,400 people. It is virtually
impossible to generate that
kind of exposure any other
way, and I certainly got
some great feedback.

We talked to over 400
people on the stand, and did
some good networking. My
thanks go to Dorothy Marks,
Lynda Davey, and Karin
Major who helped me out.
Karin was also asked to
speak, giving talks on how
Feldenkrais Method can help
riders. This represented a
‘first’ for her, and she too
had a blast and generated
some really good feedback.

So as usual, I came home,
dragged my horses out of

the field, and told them it
was time to start work. I
managed about ten rides on
Quite and four on Merlot,
who had been off work with
a splint. Quite has been a
super-star, and has been
much transformed this year
by sessions with Gavin
Schofield, Cranial Osteopath
and healer extraordinaire.
One five minute laying on of
Gavin’s hands changed him
beyond belief, and made his

energy so
much more
available
that he
became far
easier to
ride. The
rest of the
year has
built on that
initial
change, and
Gavin has
been hugely
validating,
saying what
a precise
and unusual
horse he is.

Merlot too is
much
improved,
though I

cannot say how much of this
is due to Gavin, to Radionics
(a form of distant energy
healing), or to diet. He is off
any processed feed and
following the formula
prescribed by the company
Thunderbrook Equestrian
(www.thunderbrook.co.uk).

I have long thought that
many of his issues were gut-
related – he has always felt
far more comfortable and
easy to ride after he has
pooped, and can feel as if he
has wooden hind legs and a

A News Update from Mary Wanless      Page 3

The Ride With Your Mind exhibition support crew (Karin, Lynda, Dorothy)



.. and from Overdale …
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More news from Mary Wanless

full nappy (diaper). He is
also prone to tightness in the
muscles behind the saddle.
Dr Deborah Carley, who
started Thunderbrook, thinks
that all of these symptoms
can be due to the horsey
version of leaky gut. (The
human symptoms of this
can, apparently, affect the
sufferer’s legs in a similar
way.) Deborah was a
medical researcher looking
at human gut conditions, but
she changed her target
species when her own
horses had various
problems.

After my
Winter tour I
came back
home yet
again and
dragged the
horses out of
the field …
Merlot seems
even better,
and there is a
truly
remarkable
difference in
the muscular
quality of his
back. Whilst he does still
have the same ‘defaults’
they are far less strong, and
after a sticky half minute he
seems to become a happy
camper with a good ‘go’
button and his brain on
planet Earth. My fingers are
firmly crossed!

When I headed back to the
USA I added Philadelphia,
Washington DC, Atlanta and
Nashville to the list of clinics
I have already staged in
Toronto, Minnesota St Paul,
Dayton and Boston. The
teacher training course in
Toronto was a lot of fun, and
it bought together a group of

people with pretty good
skills, who really needed to
meet each other and
discover that they did indeed
have peers and were not the
only weird people in the
riding universe!

With any luck we shall soon
have some more accredited
coaches in the US and
Canada, which will be a real
bonus.

My trip ended with a short
holiday in the Dominican
Republic – a Caribbean
paradise of beaches and

mountains.

Much to my
disappointment it
rained for 2 days;
but much to my
amazement I
found myself
watching the
dressage at
Olympia on TV in
a bar in rain
storm in a small
town in the
middle of
nowhere!

The new house at Overdale
is finally finished, and my
new tenants moved in on
January the 1st. I had to buy
a lot of things fast!

The final stages of pulling
the project together have
seemed to take forever, but
the house is stunning, and
such a great triumph that I
sometimes have to pinch
myself to make sure it’s real.
I cannot look at it without
mentally thanking my cousin
who left me the money to
build it, and I look forward to
living in it when the time is
right.

OVERDALE  – We are now
in our busy period. From
April through to October the
months are punctuated with
the arrivals and departures
of so many equines and
humans, all of whom have
so much to share with us
and each other.

The regular riding school
lessons are on the increase,
so much so that Olivia
Pollard is now teaching
alongside me on Saturday’s
to satisfy the demand.  If any
of you who have done Basic
Teacher Training want to
come and practice teaching
RWYM on a variety of
children and adults
alongside me, then do
please call to arrange.

As in previous years, I’ve
had a number of working
pupils here through the year.
Ashleigh who came to us
from South Africa and went
on to teach in Malaysia has
extended her contract out
there for another 6 months,
but hopes to be with us
again for Teacher Training.

We also had Katharina from
Germany, Karen from USA,
Liz from NZ, Kat & Mouse
from Dorset, Kari from
Norway, Jo & Fagan from
Cambridge and I’m about to
be joined by Caroline from
Sussex.  I have also
recruited a yard assistant to
help with morning and
evening stables.

On the equine front Ellie
retired from school work and
is busy keeping Quite and
Merlot in order in Mary’s field
in Church Westcote.  All the
horses are now fit and well.



An Update from Heather Blitz
now based in Folsom, Louisiana, USA            Page 5

.. more Overdale

Astro, Golly, Chico and Merv
have all done their bit on
courses, along with Jed who
made his course debut this
year.

Cherry is still looking after
my smaller clients.  Bramble
is in training with Lise and
Ben for driving and can be
seen long lining around the
village every so often.  The
ponies have recently been
joined by Mr Jimmy Chips, a
14.3hh cremello/skewbald
cob on loan from The Bucks
Pony Academy.  He seems
very sweet natured and has
already been used for novice
and more advanced adult
riders in lessons.

Jed has been out and about,
clear round show jumping,
local riding club dressage
and combined training, plus
some fun rides at Cotswold
Farm Park, having great fun.
Tiger, my dressage horse, a
Dutch Warmblood, by Jazz
is now back in action after a
long break. On the livery
front, Ailsa, who used to own
Bella, has purchased a very
nice 15.3hh Welsh X Cob,
who has also been ridden on
some of the courses.  He
was a big favourite at
teacher training.

www.overdale-
equestrian.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1993 832520

International Grand Prix
Dressage Rider Heather
Blitz and her 8 year old
Danish Warmblood Gelding
Paragon (Don Schufro-Pari
Lord) secured their fifth win
from five starts during the
Florida season this year
when the pair captured the
Intermediare 1 with a score
of 76.754% from a field of
43. They also topped the
field in the Prix St George on
Friday with a score of
76.0%, winning the High
Score Award on both days of
the Palm Beach Dressage
Derby at White Fences in
Wellington.

Heather was ecstatic about
both rides and commented
that, "every month he's a
new horse. The rate at which
he progresses is so
impressive and really
exciting. He only began
showing a year ago and at
that time he relied on his raw
talent and generosity. Now
he's performing really solid
and trained work. It's an
outstanding rate of
progress."

The Intermediare 1 earned
four 10's from the judges
who are recognising that his
consistency honestly
deserves top marks. All
three judges agreed that his
extended canter, which has
only 10 strides to cross the
arena, was worthy of 10's
and his two tempi changes
also scored a 10.

Reviewing this weekend's
performances Heather
continued, "the half passes
were totally unlocked and
have become really free
now.

His halts, which can be the
hardest thing for him, are a
lot better. There is an
obvious development in his
maturity each time he
performs and he's also
getting fitting and stronger,
which can be seen in his
athleticism and how easy it
is for him."

"He is unquestionably the
best horse I've ever ridden
and already way beyond my
wildest dreams. He has so
many fans and supporters
watching him now that it
feels like the country is
behind him to become a
team horse. We just need
the support to reach this
goal because, like everyone
else who has seen him, I'm
really excited that the US
has a horse like him
available to represent the
country."

Dear Elaine,
The Palm Beach Derby tests
can be viewed on Heather's
YouTube Channel:

You can now follow Paragon
on Twitter @HRHParagon and
on his Facebook Fan Page -
http://www.facebook.com/page
s/Paragon/323126404598

Heather Blitz's successes may
be the most widely
disseminated advertising
RWYM can get to date. She is
seeking everyone's help to get
the exposure she needs.

I recommend sponsoring
Heather (at any amount of
money) as some of the best
outreach we can do to promote
our method and to give her
moral support. For info on
donating go to
www.heatherblitz.info. Help her
rise and flourish!
Lisa May, RWYM Coach (US)

The lovely Astro



R.W.Y.M. Down Under Clinics and Visits
From Ann Montgomery in Australia Page 6

Denise O' Reilly made the
long trip down under for the
second time in 2010 and
again in April 2011. I put
together three Clinics and a
training day at Keysbrook
near Perth, Australia.
Twenty four students took
part in the clinics some of
them, including myself
taking full advantage of
Denise been here and
riding on
every clinic available.

Although we all have a
new riding
feel/experience every
time Denise arrives we
try to give Denise a
Australian experience
to remember also, this
time it was the
Australian flies, the little
beasts are only around
for a few months until
the dung beetles come
out. They did a great
job of annoying horses,
riders and Denise who
eventually succumbed
to wearing a fly veil to
keep them from flying
into her ears, nose, and
mouth each time she
spoke. I was hoping to
send a photo of her
wearing her veil but sadly
didn't get one.

Denise did a great job again
of giving every student what
they needed in a supportive
way and all the riders have
asked to be on her next
clinic in March/April 2011.
We also ran a training day
which I have wanted to do
for a long time. Denise gave
a 30 min lesson, then the
rider rode a dressage test
with Denise as the RWYM
judge marking every
movement in the test on the
riders body only. I invited

Zoe Harrison a 'B' Level
Dressage judge to mark the
dressage test in the
traditional way. Zoe is also a
Equestrian Australia level 2
NCAS Coach with a vast
experience in both coaching
and Judging.

The out come was
fascinating neither Denise or
Zoe had any idea how the
other was
marking, as
Zoe was
judging at 'C'
and Denise at
'B', I am sure it
was a bit nerve
racking for both
of them. When
we went up to
the house and
watched the
video play back
and went
through the

sheets the marks ended up
been very similar. It was so
good for the riders to see
that if they have not kept
their pieces in place the
marks would drop. This was
such a successful day we
have incorporated it into a 3
day clinic on Denise next
visit.

The other wonderful bonus
for my RWYM year was a
visit from Josephine Ratia
who I met in 2009 on
Teacher Training. We
shared a room on TT and hit
it off immediately and we
have emailed each other
since. Jo originally from
Western Australia was
visiting family in Perth and
managed to sneak away
twice. We had two wonderful
days exchanging ideas and
coaching each other.

So for me and my students
2010 was a great RWYM
year. I am sure 2011 is
going to be even better not
only with Denise's Clinic in
April, but I am also hoping to
come back to the UK to do
Teacher Training.

Denise O’Reilly and one of her students

Ann Montgomery and Jo Ratia



ANOTHER WAY TO FIND THE “BOARDS” in your body
By Mary Wanless           Page 7

There are two vertical
structures in the torso we
call “boards”. They run down
the front and back of the
upper body along the edges
of the rectus abdominus. To
find them sit on a hard chair,
facing a table whose top is
supported by a vertical plinth
(traditional farmhouse
kitchen tables are of this
type).

Cross one leg over the other
so that you can press your
knee cap of your upper leg
against the plinth. Think
about the positioning of the
board on that side of your
body, and
of
advancing
that third.

(See my
book ‘Ride
with your
Mind Clinic’
page 130
for a
description
of the
boards.)

Grab the
bottom of
the plinth
with the
hand on the
same side
as the knee that is pushing
against it, and
simultaneously pull on it.

This is very likely to make
the feeling of the board, and
the tone in that third, even
clearer.

If it does not, try making a
fist and pushing your
knuckles against the edge of
the table top instead,
keeping your thumb parallel
to the ceiling.

Then, cross your legs the
other way, and push against
the table with the other knee
cap. This time you will
probably find that if pulling
with your hand made the first
side clearer, then pushing
with your fist will make this
side clearer.

This is important information
which tells you about the
rotation of your rib cage
relative to your pelvis.

The push and pull show you
how to counteract this, and
make the board so much
clearer.

So you might gain even
more clarity by repeating the
exercise whilst pushing with
one hand and pulling with
the other.

Many of the people I have
done this with report that it
has given them their clearest
sense ever of the boards.

You can only use it to
amplify the feeling of one of
them at a time: but if you can

take that feeling into putting
‘both boards on’ you will
have much more strength
and clarity at your disposal.

More musings on boards
from Kathy Johnson in
Georgia:

I thought I would e-mail you
with what I think was a major
break through with Gordon.

At the last clinic I got my
boards more where they
needed to be and I got even
straighter, narrower and
stronger. You had asked
Stephanie and I where our
horse's boards were. !!

When I got home my brain
kept processing everything. I
realised that Gordon's right
board was stuck against his
spine. His left board was off
to the left. This orientation is
opposite from mine.

My left board is closer to my
spine, and the top of my
right board falls off to my
right shoulder. Now I'm
pondering why or how we
are opposite. Then I realised
the angle of my right board
was pushing his right board
toward his spine.

Since my left board is closer
to my spine it sits to the right
of his left board. This all
explains his narrow right
side, wider on the left and
how his left shoulder is
always bulging left.

Also he doesn't come
through from his right hind or
hold the right side of the bit.
He hangs on the left side of
the bit. I realised also that it
was the cause of his head
flipping.



Insight to “BOARDS” …continued
By Kathy Johnson          Page 8

When my left board was
stuck, the left side of my
diaphragm was high and
tight. I wasn't breathing as
much with my left lung. It
then made sense to me that
Gordon probably couldn't
breath well with his right lung
as the right side of his
diaphragm was probably
stuck.

When I would try and
straighten him by bringing
his left side right and
shortening it he couldn't
breath well. He would start
flipping his head and if I
persisted he would
eventually panic, because
he couldn't breath.

Now that I figured this all out
what do I do about it? I stood
my right board up and
wedged it between his spine
and his board. I tried to keep
my left side broad to be over
his left side. This made a
good change in him. He
stopped flipping his head.

It took three rides to really
get it. During the third ride I
was trying to hold the
correction together in right
canter on a circle. I then
cantered down the long
side, and Gordon started
snorting and blowing so
hard I could hardly keep my
seat.

I got out of the canter and
realised his right board had
popped loose from his
spine. It was such a
different feeling under me.
Both his boards felt
unstable but in a better
place.

Now that I got it, what to do
with it? Since that day I
have continued to keep

straightening and stacking
our boards. The front right of
his board still moves toward
his spine while the back end
of the board moves toward
the point of his hip. This
would explain why going to
the right his shoulders tend
to go left and his
hindquarters go right.

I keep trying to get my left
side longer and broader
while shortening my right
side making in narrower of
course keeping my right
board up right. My latest
realisation is that I have to
keep turning his right board
to make it straight. This has
made turning in both
directions easier.

Of course it is easier to get
him straight, up and stuffed
and keep him there. The
canter is improving. There's
still work to do to make it
good, but we're on the right
track I think.

You did say whatever the
problem was it was deep
inside him and probably on
the level of his diaphragm.
You were right.

I'm excited to keep working
on this issue and tackling the
next one as there always
seems to be a next one.

-----------------------------------------------
Science snippet

 "The Dunning–Kruger effect is a
cognitive bias in which an unskilled
person makes poor decisions and
reaches erroneous conclusions,
but their incompetence denies
them the meta-cognitive ability to
realise their mistakes.

The unskilled therefore suffer from
illusory superiority, rating their own
ability as above average, much
higher than it actually is, while the
highly skilled underrate their
abilities, suffering from illusory
inferiority. This leads to the
perverse situation in which less
competent people rate their own
ability higher than more competent
people.

It also explains why actual
competence may weaken self-
confidence: because competent
individuals falsely assume that
others have an equivalent
understanding.

"Thus, the miscalibration of the
incompetent stems from an error
about the self, whereas the
miscalibration of the highly
competent stems from an error
about others."



Murphy’s Lore
By Murphy (himself)        Page 9

Greetings.  My name is
Murphy and I have been
stuck with asked to welcome
the new horses and pass on
some pointers that I have
found amusing helpful over
the years.

If you are new to Dressage
Club and want to share my
the arena with the superior
more experienced horses
like myself, then you better
listen up might find the
following useful.

Your First Lesson

For the first lesson, I have
a few tips:

1. Never forget that your
owner will be nervous
and therefore
somewhat distracted
☺.  Some of them are
even sick (mine was)

2. Remember the first
golden rule, pay NO
attention to your rider –
just listen carefully for
the following
instructions, which for
the first few lessons
are typically as follows.
I will provide more
hints throughout the
year, but these may be
useful as a start:

‘Walk on’ - prick your
ears and march briskly
with enthusiasm until
Rider  marginally
relaxes.
‘Tttttttttrrrrrrrrot’ - put
your ears flat against
your head, squeal, small
pigroot … then trot on.
Rider tenses.
‘Can … Ta’ - select the
incorrect leg, turning
your nose to the outside
(this ensures it looks to

be your rider’s fault) …
then disunite and  finally,
change lead.  Rider
hysterical.

‘And waaaallllllllllk’
- fall heavily forward

into trot, swishing your
tail, then abruptly halt.
On a good day, rider
‘dismounts’ ☺

3. Most importantly, the
second golden rule …
perform very well when

absolutely no-one is
looking.

Preparation for Rallys

You can expect that you are
going to a Rally when your
owner cleans all the gear.
You can be sure you are
when she (it is assumed that
your owner is a lady –
although it must be said that
not all owners are) starts
speaking in a jocular fashion
whilst poking a thermometer

into your nether regions
(proper dressage horses
would never say ‘bum’).

As soon as you suspect a
Rally is imminent, you must
start your preparation.
Appropriate preparation
includes:
1. Try to look mildly

depressed and seem
disinterested in your
food.  (This last step will
be easier for some of
you than me others).

2. Jog around your
stable the day before so as
to slightly elevate your core
temperature – do not overdo
this step as you do NOT
want the vet called.
3. Rub as much of your
mane and/or tail out as you
can under the nice new rug
you will receive.

On the Day
On the morning of the Rally
you must:
1. Pretend you have
NEVER seen a float before.
Be sure to sweat all over
your new rug.  As soon as
anyone other than your
owner appears (or when
your owner cries), walk
meekly onto the float.
2. As you leave your
property, be sure to scream
as though your throat is

being cut.  This is
particularly important if
you share your property
with other horses.

3. Do not defecate on the
float whilst travelling –
wait until you get there
and go just before you
are taken off.

4. Do not eat your own hay
(this is to be thrown on
the floor) – but eat any
other hay you can reach

Have fun …….. Murphy



Study Shows Link Between Posture of Rider and Horse!
by: Christa Lesté-Lasserre sent in by Mary Wanless Page 10

Your mother was right
and no surprises to our
initiated members…

Sit right and you can
spare your/your horse’s
back. And now scientists
at the equine behavior
research center at the
University of Rennes
have confirmed it: Poor
posture can be a real
pain in the back--not just
for you, but for your
horse.

By comparing certain
riding positions of
amateur equestrians and
the neck positions of
their mounts to the kind
of back pain those
horses experienced
while in the stall, the
researchers concluded
that how you ride makes
a big difference in equine
welfare.

"Our data infers that
improper riding postures
have a strong effect on
horses' postures at work
that also lead to chronic
vertebral problems," said
Clemence Lesimple,
researcher at the
University of Rennes in
North West France.

Lesimple and her
colleagues studied 19
horses in 2 riding centres
as they were exercised
during beginners' riding
courses.

The positions of the
riders' hands and legs,
and those of the
horses' necks, were
recorded, as well as the
kinds of corrections
given by the riding
instructor. (not the rider’s

torso or the horse’s
back/leg shapes? ..Ed)

The horses' back pain at
rest was evaluated by
two independent equine
chiropractors (whose
conclusions were 94%
consistent with each
other).

They noted that riding
with high hands and
elevated heels tended
to cause the horse to
maintain a high and
often hollow neck
position, and that these
horses were most likely
to have severe back
pain. (Because riding
with pulled up
heels/hamstrings makes
for a non-neutral spine?..
Ed)

They also found a
considerable difference
in back pain between the
two riding centres: in the
centre where the
instructor tended to
correct riders' positions
regularly, the horses
were significantly less

affected by vertebral
problems.

Even so, 74% of all the
horses in the study were
found to be severely
affected, and only one
horse was considered
pain-free. All the horses
that were mildly affected
or unaffected were in the
riding stable where riding
position was addressed
by the instructor.

"The present findings
clearly show the kind of
impact human actions
can have on their
mounts," said Lesimple.
"For the sake of equine
welfare, instructors
should be paying more
attention to teaching
proper technique to
beginner riders."

Future research will
focus on the effects of
global postural
positions, including
seat and balance, she
said. (Finally recognised
something we knew
ages ago?!)
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The horse was never
intended to carry a rider but,
by a miracle, it can. It was
never meant to event, do
dressage, race, show jump,
hunt or play polo. We use it
for all these things and
more. At the highest level
they all require a strength
and athleticism that stretch
the horse’s physical and
mental abilities to the full.
The rider helps with aids and
balance but also inhibits its
range of movement with his
or her body weight.

That not every horse
reaches the top goes without
saying, but an awful lot of
them rarely attain their own
optimum level of
performance. Many others
show promise and potential
but fail to maintain this or to
develop as we might hope.
As riders there is nothing
more disheartening than the
feeling that our horse is not
quite performing with the
fluidity or zeal that it has
done in the past.

His failure to improve (or his
loss of form) may not be due
to any unwillingness on his
part nor a lack of ability.
True he is no longer as
happy as he was and seems
reluctant to answer your
aids. He may start rolling
poles he previously cleared
with ease or become slow to
do transitions, despite
knowing perfectly well what
you want. In a lot of small
ways he is telling you he is
uncomfortable.

It may be worth having a
look at the saddle – which
probably looks much the
same as it always did. You
have cleaned and treated it

regularly and there are no
obvious problems that you
can see. Why should this be
the source of any problem?

Well just think back a bit.
Has the horse matured and
muscled up since you first
got it? If so the saddle may
simply be too tight.
Alternatively your horse may
have got slimmer as it has
lost it summer “grass
tummy” and the saddle is
now too loose?

Of course one of our
unspoken objections to
doing anything is that
saddles cost a lot of money,
and we already have a
perfectly serviceable one in
the tack room..

Symptoms of saddle
related problems:

• A reluctance to be
saddled, demonstrated
by evasion, biting, fly
kicking, fidgeting

• Being “cold-backed”

• Blowing out to avoid the
girth being tightened

• White hairs over the
saddle area

• Tenderness to
palpation/touch in the
saddle area

• Uneven build up or
wastage of muscles,
particularly in the withers

Functional symptoms of
discomfort:

• Loss of impulsion or
failure to engage hind
end properly

• Loss of scope and/or
flexibility

• Not tracking up straight

• Reluctance to bend one
way or the other

• Unwillingness to work on
one rein on a circle

• Unwillingness to drop his
head  or relax the neck

Physical symptoms of
discomfort:

• One-sided or stiff head
and tail carriage

• Uneven shoe wear

• Standing over too much
or too little ground

• Loss of condition/weight

Not all these symptoms, and
the list is by no means
exclusive, are going to be
caused by your existing
saddle. Many of them could
result from either recent or
long term injuries. However
anything that reduces to the
horse’s ability to move freely
will also affect the symmetry
of its physique. As this alters
so the saddle will cease to fit
properly and will, in turn,
aggravate the problem and
even prevent rehabilitation
or treatment being effective.

It can then become
extremely difficult to identify
where the original fault lies,
especially as horses can
quickly learn to compensate
for injury until the adjustment
they have made becomes, in
itself a source of pain.

Who do you call in - a saddle
fitter or a therapist? The
saddle fitter cannot measure
the horse’s back accurately
because it is presented in a
temporary state that is
already associated with loss
of function. Equally the
therapist cannot address the
muscles or skeletal structure
in isolation because the
saddle will impede the
rebuilding of balanced,
symmetrical muscles. Re-
flocking or re-balancing the
saddle may allow this to
happen .
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One person who is familiar
with this problem is leading
saddle fitter, Kay Humphries.
For many years Kay has
fitted saddles throughout the
UK and abroad and has, in
that time, developed a close
working
relationship
with both
saddle
makers and
with vets
and other
equine
health
professional
s. This has
taught her a holistic
approach to the problem.

She happily refers saddles
for “servicing” if they are
basically suitable for the
horse, and she has the
knowledge to tell the saddler
what needs to be done.

Equally she can identify
where physical problems are
more important, and will
advocate treatment to
remedy the situation before
contemplating re-measuring
the saddle.

Her unique skills have been
developed and honed over a
lifetime. She has been asked
countless times to write
down what she knows, or to
teach an “apprentice”, but
has never before had the
leisure to do this. Very
fortunately this has now
changed.

Kay has designed a
comprehensive course to
bring together the skills of
therapists, dealing with the
treatment of structurally or
functionally unsound horses,
with those of bespoke
saddlers, to produce a

programme that offers a
comprehensive
understanding of saddle
fitting. As she says, “We
must make sure someone is
listening to the horse and
putting it first.”

TRAIN AS A REMEDIAL
SADDLE FITTER

Horses and ponies suffer
back pain. Symptoms
range from loss of form
and deteriorating
behaviour to
unsoundness, and horses
may be un-rideable or
potentially dangerous. You
owe it to your horse, and
yourself, to find the cause
and remedy.

Problems can start with
skeletal injury or soft
tissue damage. Long-
standing injuries make
other muscles overwork.
Treatment and
rehabilitation can be
delayed by uncomfortable
saddles, which may be
damaged or badly
constructed. Saddle trees,
that do not fit the horse’s
back, create tremendous
pressure and cause
chronic injury. A pinched
wither restricts movement
in front and impulsion
from behind.

Identifying the right help is
hard. Saddlers and other

equine professionals all
have their chosen area of
expertise. For a long time
the horse world has been
crying out for experts who
can marry these various
skills together.

At Horse1st Saddle Fitting
we have developed a new
course, nationally
accredited by Lantra
Awards, to train Remedial
Saddle Fitters. Its holistic
approach links the skills of
saddle fitter, saddler,
instructor/coach and
equine health
professional.

We are seeking mature
equestrians, with
professional or
competitive experience,
who want to extend their
existing skills to provide a
much needed service
within the industry. The
demand is there and we
can teach you the skills.

For information about
training as a Remedial
Saddle Fitter, or about our
Assessment Clinics, visit

www.horse1stsaddlefitting
.co.uk,  contact horse1st
training on 01789 772413

or email
horse1st@virgin.net
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Horses are amazing
animals, willingly offering to
carry us and perform feats of
sporting prowess at our
whim. Their strength of
character is a constant
source of amazement for
many.

This strength doesn’t just
extend to an ability to
perform, it’s also deep-
rooted in innate survival
mechanisms such as the
ability to mask pain.

Horses will carry on whilst in
discomfort, showing no
outward clinical signs, until
the pain becomes too great
to mask further. Why? Well,
if you cast your mind back to
all those Attenborough
documentaries, where
you’ve willed on the sick or
old wildebeest against the
cheetah it all makes sense.
Showing signs of weakness
singles you out for attack.

As a rider you may observe
more lethargy, a decrease in
performance, loss of
impulsion or engagement or
poor lateral bend, but
nothing to pass on a
concrete message that your
horse is in pain.

Sadly this amazing ability to
mask pain doesn’t benefit
our domesticated friends, as
we’re likely to unwittingly
continue with more
schooling to overcome the
loss of performance. Even if
we do listen to these subtle
messages we’re in a
quandary; whatever is wrong
isn’t enough to call the vet,
and if you did, where would
he or she start, and at what
cost?

There is an answer.
Problems in horses can be
detected even before any
clinical symptoms, with
Veterinary Thermal
Imaging.

Once the affected area is
identified it’s easy for your
vet to hone in with specific
tests, or to start a remedial
programme immediately.
During a two-year study it
was shown that thermal
imaging could effectively and
accurately pick up subtle
changes in temperature prior
to major injury occurring in
95% of cases, and 2-3
weeks before the trainer or
vet became aware. Of those
horses that underwent
clinical examination for
lameness, thermal imaging
correctly predicted the site of
the injury in 95% of cases.1

Veterinary Thermal Imaging
as a new technology and
technique has been
perfected over the last thirty
years.

Man versus Machine

Using a camcorder-sized,
portable camera, images
mapping the surface
temperature of your horse
(thermograms) can be
produced. These provide an
excellent correlation to seats
of pain, as the physiology (or
blood flow) of the horse
changes overlying a problem
as the body works hard to
repair itself.

Warmer than expected
areas overlie inflammation,
infection, muscular spasm,
tissue lesions etc, and cooler
than expected areas overlie
areas of scar tissue,
thrombosis, nerve

dysfunction, swelling
constricting blood flow and
chronic degenerative
conditions such as arthritis.

The first thermogram was
produced by Hippocrates
2400 years ago. He laid a
wet clay soaked cloth across
the throat of a patient and
determined that the area to
dry first was the problem.
Vets and owners have been
feeling legs for centuries to
gauge differences in
temperature linked to injury.

So, whilst observing
temperature differences is
nothing new, what is new
now, is how objective and
accurate we can be about it.
Human hands can detect a
2oC difference, but thermal
imaging is 40 times more
sensitive than this, detecting
changes sooner and with
more accuracy. Each
thermogram is produced
from over 80,000 individual
temperature readings.

Thermal Imaging is non-
contact, non-invasive and
doesn’t emit any radiation,
so can be repeated as often
as required with no adverse
effects on horse or handler.
It doesn’t require travelling,
sedation, or clipping, the
costs compare very
favourably with those of
other diagnostic tests; and if
you use a veterinary referral
service it’s covered on most
equine insurance policies.

A Holistic Approach
Horses don’t have just one
problem associated with
lameness or a bad back.
Often there are other
secondary causes which
may be overlooked, and
cause the primary problem
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to reoccur unless they’re
also treated. Thermal
Imaging is an excellent tool
to identify these secondary
problems so they can be
managed too, such as:

• bad backs

• joint damage

• muscular problems

• ligament and tendon
lesions

• dental pain

• nerve dysfunction

• foot balance

• saddle fitting

A bridging saddle

And it goes further than this
– with thermal imaging
proving a valuable tool for
rider training too, giving an
objective view of the effect of
the rider’s position on the
horse. The camera is so
sensitive that even subtle
issues can be detected
allowing you and your trainer
to work to correct them.

Case Studies

During routine thermal
imaging a rare subchondral
bone cyst was found in this 9
month old filly’s pastern, she
showed no signs of
lameness, but had become
grumpy. Early surgical
intervention means an
excellent prognosis as no
bone grafting was required

A five-year old eventer, with
a severe rearing and
napping vice, was rested for
two weeks before thermal
imaging. It showed extreme
hot spots along her spine,

and intersecting horizontal
bands of heat called warm
nerve root signatures. An
x-ray showed kissing spine.

Unusual colour bandings,
called dermatomes, were
present on this
6-year old dressage pony’s
legs. She was failing to
track-up properly.
Dermatomes indicate that
one or more branches of the
spinal cord are being
constricted, the pinched

nerves send out a signal to
the part of the body they
control to vasoconstrict.

 Thermographic assessment
of racing Thoroughbreds. TA
Turner J Pansch J Wilson.
Proc Conference on Equine
Sports Medicine and
Science 2002 p207

Helen Morrell is the Senior
Thermographer at Veterinary
Thermal Imaging Ltd, a
veterinary referral service.

She trained in Veterinary
Thermography at the
University of Florida’s
Veterinary School, and is a
member of the EAT and
UKTA.

Helen also holds a
BSc(Hons) in Animal
Science, is a BHSAI and is
studying for an MSc in
Veterinary Physiotherapy.

For more
information visit
www.veterinary-
thermal-
imaging.com

or call
0844 544 3314,
24 hours.

RWYM members
receive a 10%
discount.
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I, Peggy Bidgood, the
producer of Muscle
Language have an undying
passion to ride horses in
self-carriage.
Continually riding horses
incorrectly may lead to
injuries in their bodies that
may have been prevented. I
had my own horse for 10
years and knew intuitively
things were wrong.

I have an undying love for
horses, which began when I
was a child. My mother grew
up on a farm in
Newfoundland, Canada. My
father, as a child, had his
own horse in a nearby
fishing village.
Horses where I
grew up were
helpers to the
farmers and
fishermen. My
fondest
memories were
when my
grandfather
would take us
for a sleigh ride
in the winter.
Betty was the
first horse I
remember.

When I was 12,
my father bought a Shetland
Pony, Miss Sharon. I always
believed Dad bought her for
me, until recently my
younger sister said Miss
Sharon was for the family. I
still believe Miss Sharon was
for me. Miss Sharon had her
own ideas and they were not
that I should ride her—every
time I got on she would buck
me off. Flat on my back I
would be! Miss Sharon was
not part of my life for
long,my father gave her
away.

This didn’t discourage me; in
my 20’s I took every
opportunity I got to ride on
trail horses. From British
Columbia in the mountains
to the sandy beaches in the
Caribbean.

It was not until 1983, when I
was 32, did I have a real
opportunity to ride. I began
in Tampa, Florida taking
lessons at a Fox Hunting
Stable. I rode in a fenced
arena where I learned the
rising trot and canter. My
lessons were 'heels down',
'get on the correct diagonal',
and this is the pulley rein to
STOP.

Fox Hunting was my goal, I
loved being in nature.
Spending time with my
father as a child in the
woods instilled in me his
love for the outdoors. So
why not ride cross-country?
My first cross-country ride
was with a group of 30
horses preparing the hounds
for the season. Walking
through the trails was
beautiful I was in heaven.
Until we came to an open
field miles long – I suddenly
was in HELL! The horses all

took off at a flat out gallop
across the field.

My horse Chip, who was so
well behaved in the fenced
arena – took off with me; I
was terrified, standing
straight up in the stirrups-
pulling back on the reins as
hard as I could.
What a picture! My riding
instructor came back from
the field yelling to me let him
go –let Chip go – he wants
to catch up with the field.
Later I over heard the senior
instructor say” I put little
children on Chip” in other
words I should be able to
ride Chip. That was my help.

On my drive home
from that adventure
I cried. This was
Fox Hunting!

This terrifying
experience didn’t
damper my undying
passion to ride. Now
I wanted my own
horse. While I was
looking for a horse I
was continually
mounted on horses
that over faced me.
Then jumping a
horse I should not
have even been

sitting on I fell of and
sprained my elbow – first
cast!

In 1987 I moved to
Wellington. I felt I had died
and gone to” Horse
Heaven”. Wellington was
beginning to become, what it
is today “The Horse Capital
of the World”.Now for the
first time in my life I was
introduced to the world of
Show Horses. All new to me,
I was able to watch on any
given day, in season, the top
riders in the world. And it

PEGGY  and four-legged friend
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was in Wellington I found my
first horse, Morey, a
handsome 16.3hh grey
gelding,. Morey was
magnificent, the love of my
life, he was 9 years old. He
had done it all ,Quarter
horse racing, Fox hunting,
the Master‘s Horse, jumping
on circuit with George
Morris, and when he came
into my life he was learning
dressage. He could do it ALL
– I could do nothing. I can’t
tell you how many times he
tried to stay
under me to
catch me from
falling off time
and time
again.

I wanted
answers, here
I was in
Wellington,
The Horse
Capital of the
World and yet
I was asking

• Why do I
feel I am
banging on my horses
back?

• Why do I constantly fall
off?

• Why am I pulling on my
horse’s mouth?

• Why can’t I stop my
horse?

• Why can’t I ride- I want
to ride correctly- not just
ride-Why can’t I?

• I spent years looking for
the answers

• Taking Riding Lessons--
Giving up--Beginning
Again

• Taking Clinics--Giving
up--Beginning Again

• Taking Lunging Lessons-
-Giving up--Beginning
Again

In the mid 90’s I found the
book The Natural Rider by
Mary Wanless. At last
someone was describing
what a Natural Rider does in
his or her body. I studied the
books especially Mary’s later
book Ride With Your Mind
Essentials. Now I knew the
theory in my mind. I was not
able to find anyone in
Wellington, The Horse
Capital of the World, to help
me understand and apply
Mary’s theory.

So in, 2000, I called Mary in
England asked if she took on
working students? To my
delight she said YES! So off
I went to Mary’s Overdale in
the Cotswold, England for
three glorious months. The
HIGHLIGHT of my riding
days!

On my first day at the
stables I was introduced to
all the horses; I was
imagining whom I would like
to ride.

Very excited, the day of my
first lesson arrives and to
MY HORROR Mary says I
will be riding Miss Ellie, the
little Welsh Pony! Well I
couldn’t believe what I was

hearing, coming all the way
from the UNITED STATES
to RIDE a PONY!

Time passed and I knew out
of ALL the Trainers, clinics
and lunging lessons I had
taken Mary had given me
the greatest gift, Miss Ellie. I
finally, under Mary’s watchful
eye, through her excellent
teaching skills and Miss
Ellie’s total refusal to do
ANYTHING correctly unless
I did it correctly first—I

learned to ride.
Before I left
Overdale I was
riding the most
difficult horse in
the stable,
Bounce. What
JOY! At last I was
confident and able
to ride correctly in
self- carriage.
Three months had
passed – time to
go home to
Wellington. Morey
had gone to Horse
Heaven before I

had gone to England, so I
did not have a horse to ride,
consistently. As a result I
was not able to keep the
Muscle Memory in my body
that Mary had helped me
develop by teaching me the
correct way to ride.

I have tried to teach my body
what to do with Pilates, in
the gym, yoga—giving up—
beginning time and time
again. Still my body could
not do what it was supposed
to do.

Discouraged and not riding,
a hamstring injury introduced
me to Cheryl’s Stretch and
Core. My hamstring injury
was healing from the Stretch
Program and at the same
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time unknowingly I was
building the Muscle Power I
needed to ride. Cheryl’s
unique way of teaching,
showing you the muscles in
your body as you are either
stretching or building core
strength enables you to
learn to talk to your muscles
individually. You learn to use
this Muscle Power in your
body every day so it
becomes WHO YOU ARE.
5% of Riders naturally have
this Muscle Power.

An opportunity came to ride
a friend’s horse. While riding
Charlie I was able to get him
to use his core, raise his
back and reach into the rein
– the basics of self- carriage.
My body was finally able to
talk to my Muscles in the
way Mary described in her
book and the way Mary
taught me when I was at
Overdale. Talking to my
Muscles in the way horses
understand. I connected with
my body—then the horse
connected to his body.

As Mary says “He won’t Get
IT until you GET IT”
NOW I HAVE IT and SO
CAN YOU.

The Muscle Language
Programme – The
Language Horses
Understand

Muscle Language is a 5
DVD Programme:
1. Introduction DVD
(includes a lesson with
Mary)
2. Two Stretch Class DVDs
that will bring your body into
neutral alignment.
3. Two Core Class DVDs.
Learn to Master the Internal
lift and you will be able to
have the Muscle Power to

develop The Core-Bear
Down as I have!

Do these EXERCISES
consistently and use THE 4
BASICS, which are:
1. Neutral Alignment
2. Internal Lift
3. Core- Bear Down
4. Breathing
from Mary’s book Ride With
Your Mind Essentials and
you will have THE
FOUNDATION to ride any
discipline you choose.
 
To purchase the brand
new Muscle Language-
DVD set please go through
the online shop at
www.mary-wanless.com
Or phone Mary on 01993-
831193
 
A NOTE FROM MARY:
The changes in Peggy’s
body through attending
Cheryl’s classes have been
phenomenal, and she is in
fantastic shape for a woman
of her age.

Having taught her before
and after, I can also say that
she has become better able
to follow my directions, and
do the things she knows she
should do. She has a much
enhanced neurological mind-
body connection, and this
makes it possible to think
about a change and have it
happen – her brain can talk
to her muscles, and her
muscles have the strength to
maintain the changes more
easily. This is despite limited
time in the saddle.

I have myself been able to
attend several of Cheryl’s
classes, both group and
individual. Anyone who can
get me excited about
stretching, and make a

tangible difference to my
body in one session, has to
be doing a good job!
(Historically I have hated
stretching, seen little benefit,
and have felt that I am
doomed to live with short
tight muscles.)

Cheryl is a very perceptive
and encouraging teacher,
who makes sure that the
body is correctly positioned
for each exercise, be that for
stretch or core work. Her
focus on stretching before
doing core work is unusual,
and I am sure that she is
right to emphasise the value
of evening out the muscle
system, since shortened
muscles distort the skeleton,
and this can only lead to
distorted strength.

Cheryl uses small, precise
movements that focus
attention, and her use of
clear illustrations helps you
to focus your attention in the
right place. Her ‘internal lift’
helps you ‘pull your stomach
in to make a wall’ before you
then ‘push your guts against
that wall’. The increased
strength of that wall is
needed by riders as they
seek to do more advanced
work, and it also helps riders
support their own body
weight.

Many of her exercises help
the thigh bone to move more
freely within the hip socket,
and of course this is
tremendously helpful for
riders. Some of her
exercises are unique and
very clever, and they have
particular value for us in our
search for symmetry. I have
become a great fan of her
work, and recommend it to
everyone!
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Why the sun lightens our
hair, but darkens our skin?

Why women can't put on
mascara
with their mouth closed?

Why you don't ever see the
headline:
"Psychic Wins Lottery"?

Why "abbreviated" is such a
long word?

Why Doctors call what they
do "practice"?

Why you have to click on
"Start" to stop Windows 98?

Why lemon juice is made
with artificial flavor, while
dishwashing liquid is| made
with real lemons?

Why the man who invests all
your money is called a
"Broker"?

 Why there isn't mouse
flavoired cat food?

Who tastes dog food when it
has a "new & improved"
flavour?

Why Noah didn't swat those
two mosquitoes?
Why they sterilise the needle
for lethal injections?

Why they don't make the
whole plane out of the
material used for the
 indestructible black box?

Why sheep don't shrink
when it rains?

Why they are called
apartments when
they are all stuck together?

If con is the opposite of pro,
is Congress the opposite of

progress?

Why they call the airport "the
terminal" if flying is so safe?

AND...
In case you need further
proof that the human race is
doomed because of
stupidity, here are some
actual label instructions on
consumer goods.

On a Myer hairdryer: |
 "Do not use while sleeping".
(Darn, and that's the only
time I have to work on my
hair).

On a bag of Chips:
You could be a winner! No
purchase necessary. Details
inside. (The shoplifter
special?)

On a bar of Palmolive soap:
"Directions: Use like regular
soap". (And that would be
how???)

Warning - potential
danger of horse
hair!!

This is a public service
announcement - The
national institute of health
has announced the
discovery of a potentially
dangerous substance in
horse hair, this substance is
called 'Amobacter Equi',
females are most at risk and
has been linked with the
following symptoms:

reluctance to cook, clean or
do housework, reluctance to
wear makeup, nice clothes
or heels. Reluctance to
spend money on home or
car repairs until "baby has
new boots, pad, blanket,
tack, grain, hay and

supplements"

'Amobacter Equi' usually
results in long hours away
from home and exhaustion
which may lead to lack of
physical contacts with other
humans (especially
husbands) 'Amobacter Equi'
is thought to be addictive,
driving the need for herd
mentality, or like the potato
chip commercial "you cant
just have one"

BEWARE - If you come into
contact with a female human
infected by this substance,
prepare to talk about horses
for hours!!

GENERAL WARNING -
Horses are expensive,
addictive, and may impair
the ability to use common
sense!!

Men infected with
Amobacter Equi develop
bow legs, quiet speech and
a brim-shaped outline to the
head. Other symptoms may
include obsessive urge to
chase wooden ball,
foxhounds or cattle.

Particularly dangerous if
male infected with a. equi
reproduces with female
carrier - chance of children
developing disease 99.99%.
Currently there is no known
cure.

"Saddle (n); An expensive
leather contraption
manufactured to give the
rider a false sense of
security. Comes in many
styles, all feature built-in
ejector seats."
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In May, my
boyfriend
proposed to
me.  Fabulous,
I was so
happy!

But then the
Fear came
creeping in – I
wanted to get
married
quietly,
abroad, on a
beach,
preferably
wrapped in a
large tent
(body image
issues
anyone?).

He wanted a
big white
wedding…. I
don’t like
parties, or
people looking
at me.

In true,
learning-to-
come-to-an-
agreement
style, we
discussed it
thoroughly….

He won.

So, having heard Mary last
year recalling the benefits of
using bear down in meetings
or anywhere you need a bit
of “grrrrrrr”, I decided I would
need to bear down to walk
down the aisle.

Thus started the Great
Dress Hunt.  To find the
dress that was boned, wired
and corseted enough to give
me something really solid to
bear down against, without

showing too much of my
poor unloved body to the
world.  Such a challenge,
give me a bucking horse any
day!

The big day was the end of
August…. Meaning I had
very limited time.  Still, after
much searching, and
struggling in and out of many
uncomfortable dresses,
 I found the one.  Phew.

Thus started the
worry that when it
arrived a few
weeks before the
wedding it would
not be tight
enough, or worse
still, too tight!

On the day itself,
I was
shoehorned into
the dress, and
then attempted to
breath-down-
bear-down whilst
my guts felt
imbedded in my
throat (partly the
Fear, partly the
snugness of fit!)

The “Walk of
Fear” was not
assisted by
having pulled a
muscle in my leg
the day before,
which meant I
was 7/10ths lame
and walking more
than a little
asymmetrically.

Thus handily
increasing my
fear of falling
AND a hundred
people looking at

me as I wobbled down the
aisle.

Outside church, with my dad
and my 7yr old bridesmaid, I
was concentrating hard on
sucking in to make a wall
(easy when pushing out isn’t
an option!) and pushing
against my wall.  Oh, and
breathing.  And trying to look
serene. And not purple in the
face.  And trying to make
this look easy. And not
forgetting my vows… !!

Outside church, getting up the step whilst bearing down.
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The vicar came out to lead
us in, and I got my bear
down up to a level 8.  I
walked up the aisle and
made it to the front without
tripping over the dress!
Result! Thanks Mary!

We had a fabulous day, and
everyone who said I would
look back on it fondly despite
wanting to crawl into a hole
and hibernate, was right.

And finally, I found an even
better use of my bear down
during the reception.  We
had a bucking bronco, and I
got the best time of the
night, despite (or maybe
because of!) the wedding
dress corset.

By the end of the
evening, we had a
chorus of drunken
spectators yelling

“more bear
down” at everyone

as they attempted to
stay on. And most of
them didn’t even know
what it actually meant!

I did it! I went up and down the aisle without
falling over!

A more standard
use for bearing
down -  showing my
natural asymmetry,
ha ha!
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I have recently become
much more aware of a
variable that patterns many
people’s riding, and that
really has to do with the
wideness or narrowness of
their front (as opposed to
their back).

It is a number of years since
senior coach Anna Gordon
first came up with the idea of
‘lacing up across your front’,
matching the long-standing
idea of ‘lacing up across
your back’. But
the full
implications of
this are only just
dawning on me.

The laces in your
back go across
the sacroiliac
joints in your
pelvis, pulling
them in together.
Another variation
on the theme –
proposed by
senior coach Denise O’Reilly
– is to think of a zipper that
zips down the centre of your
pelvis and continues down
your butt-crack to zip the two
halves of your backside
together!

There are some nice little
muscles that go from your
coccyx to your seat bones in
an upside-down ‘V’ shape,
and the later idea tones
them beautifully!

It took a group of
Californians to nick-name
the result ‘mono-butt’ or ‘the
seamless butt’!

The laces in your front go
across the lower segments
of your six pack, pulling the
lines that form its edges in
and together. This draws

your six pack backwards and
makes it narrower. Thus the
laces help you pull your
stomach in to make a wall,
before you then push your
guts against that wall. Not
enough riders realise that
increasing their bear down
can require creating a firmer
wall just as much as it
suggests the need to make
more push.

Once the rider is armed with
laces in both the back and

the front of her
pelvis, I have
found myself
tempted to use
these as another
way for riders to
support their
body weight.
Anyone who
tends to be too
‘down’ and
heavy will also
tend to be too
wide,  so if those
laces could form

some kind of harness that
their pelvis was hung from
(ouch!) these riders would
have a new way to think
about being lighter.
 This is a nasty thought, but
it is also an extremely
effective one – and it was
inspired by a TV programme
I once watched about
weddings in
Las Vegas.
One couple
took their
vows
suspended
from cranes
by a similar
arrangement
of laces that
passed
through metal
hooks
inserted into
their upper

back. Needless to say, they
also both had a lot of tattoos
and studs etc., and via some
mind-map I cannot fathom
they thought that this way to
get married was the ultimate
expression of love!

So returning to our laces at
pelvic level, we now have a
narrow back, a narrow front,
and a rider who supports her
body weight well.

The change in her front also
draws the points of her hips
in towards each other,
making them almost ‘cross-
eyed’ as it pulls her six pack
backwards. Her ‘ovary
points’ which lie on the
boards (the accurate lines)
are also drawn back,
possibly back behind the
points of her hips, or at least
closer to this ideal. This
focuses her low down bear
down in a completely
different way.

In the opposite situation
where the lower stomach
hangs out and the ovary
points are ahead of the point
of the hips, the points of hips
themselves can seem to
splay out. Then, the rider’s
bear down will splay out as
well. Imagine it leaving the
body as if it were a spray like

a wide watering can
rose. It is also likely
to aim too high up,
and this really
reduces the rider’s
power, and acts as
a big ‘leak’.

However hard the
rider tries, her bear
down has limited
effect, and she
cannot push the
horse’s head and
neck away. She
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needs a stronger front wall,
pulled back and in by the
laces, and supported by
more cross-eyed points of
hips. The effect of these
changes is to focus the push
of the bear down into a
much more powerful jet. To
the rider, this is usually an
enormous relief.

Some riders have the
opposite problem, with
their points of hips
pointing in towards each
other as if they are too
cross-eyed. These riders
tend to tip forward, closing
the angle between the
thigh and the torso, and
nothing they do reverses
this trend. They ‘bury’ the
push of their bear down,
which aims too much
down into the horse’s
wither. They also tend to
grip with their knees, and
come unlaced across their
back.

If you try the two alternatives
whilst sitting in your chair,
and I think you will realise
how narrowness or
wideness across your front
influences whether your
default is to tip forward or
back.

In fact, this might well be the
cause of tipping forward or
back. This means that at
least some malfunctions in
the back-front plane are
created by dysfunction in the
narrow/wide plane, and only
fixed through addressing
that dysfunction.

As someone who has
always tended to tip forward,
this given me significant food
for thought.

THE NASTY
KNITTING NEEDLES.

I have always struggled to
be narrow enough across
my back, and in moments of
stress I have suffered from
the unfortunate tendency to
become wider and weaker
there as I tip forward and
grip with my knees. I wish I
could say that many years of
practice had completely
eradicated this pattern from
my body but I think I would
be lying. However I have just
come a
significant
stage closer.

I do not know
how this next
idea popped
into my head,
although I
know that I was
on a horse at
the time. If you
draw an
imaginary line
from just inside your point of
hip back through you to the
same level on the sacroiliac
joint, and then do the same
on the other side, you have
two lines which form a
horizontal ‘V’ shape with its
point a couple of inches
behind your sacrum.

You could think of the lines
like knitting needles with the
sacrum – the bone in the
back of your pelvis – lying in
between them. Or the lines
could form a nut cracker that
has the sacrum in its grip.
(One poor struggling soul
delightfully suggested that
the sacrum should be called
your ‘knitting bone’!).

The needles must come
close to following the line of

the inner edge of the iliacus
muscles, which cover the
insides of the bones that
form the wings of the pelvis.
Perhaps this is what gives
them their power, for they
come with a health warning.
I have experienced a new
and quite intense form of
sacroiliac pain whilst thinking
of them, and this forced me
to think that I should be
careful not to injure myself.
Neither I nor anyone else
has actually injured
themselves whilst thinking of
the needles: but be careful if

you try it.
You have
been
warned!

I have seen
several
people with
weak lower
backs
make great
improveme
nts over
and above

those they had obtained
through thinking about lacing
up across their back. This
image, which I have used for
many years, suggests that
you imagine a corset with
laces that draw the two sides
of the pelvis in towards each
other (as if to compress the
‘knitting bone’).

One small, low tone young
woman looked like the
knitting needles gave her a
completely new pelvis – and
her horse seemed to think
so too. I do not think that
many years of continuing to
‘lace up across her back’
could have made that
change for her. It was
immediate, and profound.



The 2010 Advanced Group

Tiny pelvis shape v. wider/deeper pelvis

Dorothy Marks, our resident anatomy expert, explains to
the group about the effects of narrowing the pelvic
position. We also discussed all tendons and muscles – I
never knew we had so many different adductor tendons –
Ed.

KNITTING NEEDLES! (cont)
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Making horizontal ‘V’ shapes
within the body is often
useful, and as another
variation on the theme you
can think of a slightly shorter
wider ‘V’ whose point would
be inside you, in front of your
‘knitting bone’. This is useful
as a way to connect your
back with your front, but less
powerful
than the
knitting
needles
as a way
to create
narrow-
ness.

A similar
‘V’ lying horizontally within
the diaphragm can also be
helpful, as is the ‘V’ of the
slingshot in your thighs, and
the ‘V’ of the ‘chopsticks’
made by the line of your
inner thigh.

There are more of these –
and one of the coaches
recently suggested thinking
of the shape of an open
book with its spine lying in
front of your spine – the
multilevel ‘V’ that could kill
many birds with one stone.

I would love to hear from
anybody about the effect of
thinking of the knitting
needles or nut crackers.
They may do much more
than just firm up your own
back – you have every
chance of getting the horse’s
back behind the saddle to
narrow in and firm up as
well, which can make a huge
difference to his tone, power
and throughness.

This could be life changing –
good luck!

At last year’s
Teacher Training
(Advanced
Group) the
discussion on
narrowness
resulted in the
whole group
sitting on two
test saddles!

We “marked”
with sticker dots
where the pubic
bone and
seatbones were
located forming
a kind of
“triangle.

See for example
how someone
with a shallow
pelvis has the
three green dots
on a small
surface area. The
second set of
green dots is
someone with a
wide and deep
pelvis, compare
the difference!

In a second
stage experiment
we placed
another set of
dots after the
rider had been
asked to “narrow
in” and
compared the
first and second
triangles for that
same rider.
Again the
difference was
astounding,
sometimes
several
centimetres less
than in the first
instance.
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Breathing – Taking Air In
I don’t know about you, but
one of the most common
‘problems’ my riders are
dealing with is their
breathing. It is one of those
things that can be oh so
difficult to change. It is
something we’ve been doing
all of our lives, 24hrs a day,
mostly without thinking about
it.  Even people who have
been taught to breath in a
specific way, to play a
musical instrument, to
meditate, in martial arts, do
not always transfer that
ability to the context of
riding.

We so often focus on where
the air arrives, in the chest
or the belly. But I am
reminded of the idea of to
plan a journey you need to
know where you are starting
from.  So I was intrigued
when I came across a
Feldenkrais lesson, which
starts at the very beginning,
in thinking about the way we
bring our air in. It is quite
simple and has really got me
stopping and noticing the
way I am breathing in
different circumstances.

This particular version of the
lesson was taught in sitting,
then whilst lying down., then
moving between the two
positions.

So, sit comfortably, on the
floor, or on the front of a
chair, or on your horse, with
your body in a central
position initially.

Close your mouth, with
your lips gently sealed,
then breathe in through
the front of your nose.  If
you are breathing in
through the front of your

nose then you will hear it.
Breathing in through the
front of your nose creates
resistances, vibrations
and sound. Any engineer
will tell you that these
generally indicate
inefficiencies. It is the way
you will breathe if you are
trying to smell something.

Notice which parts of your
body are used when you
breathe this way.   Are your
breaths long or short?  Does
the air go high up in your
body or lower down, to the
front, the back, or the sides?
What happens in your neck
and jaw?  How do you feel
emotionally? Stop rest, lie
down or walk around,
breathe anyway you want.

Once again close your
mouth, with your lips
gently sealed, then
breathe in through the
back of your nose.  This
way of breathing is
quieter. You may feel the
air pass directly over the
back of the upper palate of
your mouth.

Notice which parts of your
body are used when you
breathe this way.   Are your
breaths long or short?  Does
the air go high up in your
body or lower down, to the
front, the back, or the sides?
What happens in your neck
and jaw?  How do you feel
emotionally?  Stop rest, lie
down or walk around,
breathe anyway you want.

This time breathe in
through the front of your
mouth, in a sort of sucking
way.  You may need to
hold your nose closed
with your fingers to start
with.  Again, this will

create a noise (I can’t help
but think of the ‘builders
suck’ that happens just
before they give you the
bad news/quote).

Notice which parts of your
body are used when you
breathe this way.   Are your
breaths long or short?  Does
the air go high up in your
body or lower down, to the
front, the back, or the sides?
What happens in your neck
and jaw?  How do you feel
emotionally?  Stop rest, lie
down or walk around,
breathe anyway you want.

Now breathe in through
the back of your mouth.
Your jaw will need to relax
and drop, rather like the
start of a yawn.  If you find
this difficult, start by
yawning.  It may help to
pinch your nostrils shut
with your fingers too.  You
may feel the air pass over
your tongue.

Notice which parts of your
body are used when you
breathe this way.   Are your
breaths long or short?  Does
the air go high up in your
body or lower down, to the
front, the back, or the sides?
What happens in your neck
and jaw?  How do you feel
emotionally?  Stop rest, lie
down or walk around,
breathe anyway you want.

So, we have 4 main ways
of taking the air in. Front
of nose, back of nose,
front of mouth, back of
mouth. Of course is also
possible to do a
combination of each. Most
people will do different
things at different times.
A baby suckling from its
mother may be forced to
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FELDENKRAIS:
Breathing (continued)

  
breathe in through the
mouth as its nose is
squashed into the breast.

Once you are familiar with
each one, then play with
alternating between them.
You can then place
yourself in different
positions, so if you’ve
been sitting try it lying
down. See what happens
when you go between
sitting and lying, then from
lying to sitting. Does the
way you take the air in
change.  On horse, do you
do the same thing in walk
and trot and canter or
laterally?  Can you vary it?

I am looking forward to
seeing where this takes me
in my riding and with my
clients.  Please let me know
whether you find it useful.

Best wishes
Karin Major

Go ahead: Laugh if you want
(though you’ll benefit your
brain more if you smile), but
in my professional opinion,
yawning is one of the best-
kept secrets in
neuroscience. Even my
colleagues who are
researching meditation,
relaxation, and stress
reduction at other
universities have overlooked
this powerful neural-
enhancing tool. However,
yawning has been used for
many decades in voice
therapy as an effective
means for reducing
performance anxiety and
hypertension in the throat.

Several recent brain-scan
studies have shown that
yawning evokes a unique
neural activity in the areas of
the brain that are directly
involved in generating social
awareness and creating
feelings of
empathy. One of
those areas is the
precuneus, a tiny
structure hidden
within the folds of
the parietal lobe.
This appears to
play a central role
in consciousness,
self-reflection.

It is also one of the areas
hardest hit by age-related
diseases and attention
deficit problems, so it’s
possible that deliberate
yawning may actually
strengthen this important
part of the brain.

For these reasons I believe
that yawning should be
integrated into exercise and
stress reduction programs,
cognitive and memory
enhancement training,

psychotherapy, and
contemplative spiritual
practice. And, because the
precuneus has recently been
associated with the mirror-
neuron system in the brain
(which allows us to resonate
to the feelings and behaviors
of others), yawning may
even help us to enhance
social awareness,
compassion, and effective
communication with others.

There’s an unexplained
stigma in our society
implying that it’s rude to
yawn, and most of us were
taught this when we were
young. Indeed, yawning
does increase when you’re
tired, and it may be the
brain’s way of gently telling
you that a little rejuvenating
sleep is needed. On the
other hand, exposure to light
will also make you yawn,
suggesting that it is part of

the process of
waking up.

But yawning
doesn’t just relax
you—it quickly
brings you into a
heightened state
of cognitive
awareness.

Students yawn in class, not
because the teacher is
boring (although that will
make you yawn as well, as
you try to stay focused on
the monotonous speech),
but because it rids the brain
of sleepiness, thus helping
you stay focused on
important concepts and
ideas.

It regulates consciousness
and our sense of self, and
helps us become more
introspective and self-aware.
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Yawning will relax you and
bring you into a state of
alertness faster than any
other meditation technique I
know of, and because it is
neurologically contagious,
it’s particularly easy to teach
in a group setting.

Yawning, as a mechanism
for alertness, begins within
the first 20 weeks after
conception. It helps regulate
the circadian rhythms of
newborns, and this adds to
the evidence that yawning is
involved in the regulation of
wakefulness and sleep.
Since circadian rhythms
become asynchronous
when a person’s
normal sleep cycle is
disturbed, yawning
should help the late-
night partygoer reset
the brain’s internal
clock. Yawning may
also ward off the effects
of jet lag and ease the
discomfort caused by
high altitudes.

So what is the underlying
mechanism that makes
yawning such an essential
tool? Besides activating the
precuneus, it regulates the
temperature and metabolism
of your brain. It takes a lot of
neural energy to stay
consciously alert, and as you
work your way up the
evolutionary ladder, brains
become less energy
efficient. Yawning probably
evolved as a way to cool
down the overly active
mammalian brain, especially
in the areas of the frontal
lobe. Most vertebrates yawn,
but it is only contagious
among humans, great apes,
macaque monkeys, and
chimpanzees. In fact, it’s so
contagious for humans that

even reading about it will
cause a person to yawn.
So if you want to maintain an
optimally healthy brain, it is
essential that you yawn. It is
true that excessive yawning
can be a sign that an
underlying neurological
disorder (such as migraine,
multiple sclerosis, stroke, or
drug reaction) is occurring.
However, I and other
researchers suspect that
yawning may be the brain’s
attempt to eliminate
symptoms by readjusting
neural functioning.
Numerous neurochemicals
are involved in the yawning

experience, including
dopamine, which activates
oxytocin production in your
hypothalamus and
hippocampus, areas
essential for memory recall,
voluntary control, and
temperature regulation.
These neurotransmitters
regulate pleasure,
sensuality, and relationship
bonding between individuals,
so if you want to stay
together, then yawn
together!

Other neurochemicals and
molecules involved with
yawning include
acetylcholine, nitric oxide,
glutamate, GABA, serotonin,
ACTH, MSH, sexual
hormones, and opium

derivate peptides. In fact, it’s
hard to find another activity
that positively influences so
many functions of the brain.

My advice is simple. Yawn
as many times a day as
possible: when you wake up,
when you’re confronting a
difficult problem at work,
when you prepare to go to
sleep, and whenever you
feel anger, anxiety, or stress.
Yawn before giving an
important talk, yawn before
you take a test, and yawn
while you meditate or pray
because it will intensify your
spiritual experience.

Conscious yawning takes a
little practice and discipline
to get over the unconscious
social inhibitions, but people
often come up with three
other excuses not to yawn: “I
don’t feel like it,” “I’m not
tired,” and my favorite, “I
can’t.” Of course you can. All
you have to do to trigger a
deep yawn is to fake it six or
seven times. Try it right now,
and you should discover by
the fifth false yawn, a real
one will begin to emerge.
But don’t stop there,
because by the tenth or
twelfth yawn, you’ll feel the
power of this seductive little
trick. Your eyes may start
watering and your nose may
begin to run, but you’ll also
feel utterly present,
incredibly relaxed, and
highly alert. Not bad for
something that takes less
than a minute to do.

And if you find that you can’t
stop yawning—I’ve seen
some people yawn for thirty
minutes—you’ll know that
you’ve been depriving
yourself of an important
neurological treat. 



CLINICS AT OVERDALE CENTRE, Nether Westcote, UK

Aug 12-14 WAIT LIST ONLY
15-19 WAIT LIST ONLY

Both ridden courses open to all, taught by Mary Wanless + Lynda Davey
Sept 5-9 SPACES OWN Horse + SCHOOL Horse

open to all taught by Mary Wanless + Lynda Davey
Sept 16-18 1 SPACE, OWN OR SCHOOL

19-23 2 SPACES OWN HORSE
Both courses open to all, Mary Wanless + Lynda Davey

Sept 27 Orientation day.
New participants must have attended a 4 day ridden course in the same year
Mary Wanless

Sept 28-30 This follows on from either the OR day above,
and/or from previous Teacher Training courses
Mary Wanless, Denise O’Reilly & Alison Wakelin

Oct 3-5 Participants on advanced TT must have attended at least one basic TT.
MW decides who moves up when!
It may be possible to do basic + adv course in first/any year.
Mary Wanless, Denise O’Reilly &  Alison Wakelin

Oct 5-7 Advanced-advanced TT
For senior coaches, by invitation. With Mary Wanless

COUNTY NAME PHONE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
BEDFORDSHIRE Claire Kateley 01525 220921 Mastery
CAMBRIDGESHIRE Alison Wakelin 01223 290806 Mastery
CUMBRIA Janice Hutchinson 01539 624000 Mastery
DORSET Lynda Davey 01202 470160 Mastery Mastery
ESSEX Julie Crussell 07973 801682 Competence
GLOUCESTER Nicole Golding 01285 831736 Competence
GLOS/OXON Mary Wanless 01993 831193 Mastery Mastery Mastery
GLOS/OXON Karin Major 01993 832520 Competence
GTR MANCHESTER Laura Butler 0161 794 1023 Competence
HAMPSHIRE Carol Boulton 02380 473693 Competence Competence
HAMPSHIRE Verity Tidmarsh 02380 473693 Mastery
KENT Suzanne Marshall 07767 755524 Mastery
LANCASHIRE Helen Wain 01524 736606 Mastery Competence
LEICESTERSHIRE Vivienne Isaac 01509 880652 Competence
MONMOUTHSHIRE Olivia Pollard 0777 6236524 Competence
NORFOLK Heather Cook 01493 369383   Competence
NORFOLK Catherine Walter 01508 521800 Competence
NORTH YORKS Helen Lucraft 07867 804879 Mastery
NORTH YORKS Ann Rogers 01723 374935 Competence Competence
OXON/BERKS Elaine Butler 01235 833223 Mastery
SOMERSET Dorothy Marks 01373 834103 Mastery
SOMERSET Karen Whiston 01934 822914 Competence
STAFFS Denise O'Reilly 07814 286988 Mastery Mastery Competence
SURREY Sarah Overington 01483 272049 Competence
SURREY Sally Ede 01403 824107 Mastery
SURREY/HANTS Jo Strange 07885 865091 Competence
SUSSEX Amelia Wilbourne 01892 652653 Mastery Mastery
WILTS/GLOS Nicky Smith 01666 577543 Mastery Competence

For other clinics and lesson enquiries in the UK please use the following list : non-UK see back page
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EUROPE
COUNTRY AREA      NAME            PHONE         EMAIL          LEVEL 1    LEVEL2   LEVEL3
EIRE     Co. Carlow    Anna Gordon-Redmond  +353 857 399963   annagr@eircom.net    Mastery         Mastery     Comp’ce
FRANCE   Perigeux       Josephine Ratia              +33(0)553059113   jo@apiservices.com    Competence
POLAND   Warsaw        Anna Strepkowska          + 486 0966 3353    anna.trzeciak@gmail.com  Mastery
        SOUTH AFRICA
AREA COACH      PHONE     EMAIL LEVEL 1       LEVEL 2 

      yretsaM 198834538 72+   redroF nnA-yraM gruB'oJ   Competence
ecnetepmoC 400594811 72+     yeliaB ynneJ gruB'oJ

AUSTRALIA
AREA COACH      PHONE      EMAIL LEVEL 1       LEVEL 2 
Perth Cara Kimber     +61 0410752811 helpyourhorse@gmail.com   Mastery
Perth Ann Montgomery   +61-8-95257309 montinoz@bordernet.com.au Mastery         Competence

NORTH AMERICA
AREA COACH      PHONE     EMAIL LEVEL 1       LEVEL 2 

yretsaM 1419 457 014+     yaM asiL DM
oC ecnetepmoC 8013 235 739+      tteurT refinneJ HO mpetence

For other clinics and lesson enquiries outside the UK please use the following list : (UK page 27)

EXPAND THE NETWORK -
RECOMMEND A FRIEND !
Subscribe and unsubscribe on line
at www.mary-wanless.com
or by sending off the coupon on this
page. There are FOUR iSSUES per
Subscription

FOR ONLINE SUBSCRIPTION
DETAILS PLEASE FOLLOW
THIS WEBLINK:
http://www.marywanless.net/NOP/
NopCommerceStore/Products/7-
ride-with-your-mind-network-
news.aspx

Please email rwymadmin@hotmail.co.uk or call Karin Major (01993-831193)
in case of technical problems or queries regarding subscriptions
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